Carbon Battery Plate (RB6.6)

Thank you for purchasing this product. Before installation, please carefully read and follow the instructions on this sheet in conjunction with the instruction manual of your kit.

This product is only for Shorty Battery Pack. Standard Battery Pack can not be used with the product.

- MID/Shorty Battery / Longitudinal example
- Example for Midship motor layout with Shorty battery pack by straight.

- MID/Shorty Battery / Transverse example
- Example for Midship motor layout with Shorty battery pack by sideways.

- RR/Shorty Battery / Longitudinal example
- Example for Rear motor layout with Shorty battery pack by straight.

- MID/LDW/Shorty Battery / Transverse example
- Example for Laydown midship layout with Shorty battery pack by sideways.
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